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Andy has over twenty years of experience implementing Lean principles and strategies. He has been
mentored by the originators of the Toyota Production System (TPS). As the former director of Danaher
Business Systems for the Southeast, Asia, and South America for Danaher Corporation (NYSE:DHR) and a
pioneer in the lean movement, Andy helped lead the corporate-wide implementation of Lean concepts and
helped develop what is known today as the Danaher Business System (DBS). DBS aligns Lean efforts within
a company’s business strategy at large.
Andy began his Lean career in 1995 at Danaher’s Jacobs Chuck Manufacturing Division as Operation
Manager and shortly after become General Manager. After extensively studying TPS, Andy was instrumental
in developing the World Class lean reputations of several companies. He has spent considerable time in
China implementing DBS at a variety of enterprises. His career in operations has been very successful.
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With an undergraduate degree in Engineering, and Black Belt degree (Juran), & Master Black Belt certificates
in all Lean Tools, Andy Lee has become a leader in Lean in the U.S. as well as throughout the world.
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Andy has managed the implementation of high performance strategic processes for clients specializing in
Lean innovation, rapid performance improvement, developing a Lean corporate culture and driving strategic
growth for multi-industry manufacturers. Assisted in the Due Diligent process for Private Equity accusations.
Managed in helping clients to strategically create value within their enterprises through the implementation of
Lean principles and management systems using a unique process and business model.
Approximate # kaizen events led: over 700
Industries: Aerospace components, automotive, packaging, fluid handling, electronics, electrical
components, food service, paper, chemical processing, computer, windows, power & hand tools, flooring,
dental, gaming, health care, food & beverage, hotel, and healthcare
International Experience: Germany, Czech Republic, UK, Denmark, China, Japan, Mexico, & Canada
LEAN/SIGMA TOOL COMPETENCIES: Value Stream Mapping, 5S & VM, Basic Flow, Standard Work,
SMED, MPS & Kanban, 3P (Plant, Process, Design, & Concept), TPI, TPM, S&OP, Lean Daily Management,
Root Cause Problem Solving, VRK, Six Sigma Belt, MSA, Goal Deployment Process, Lean Daily
Management.
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